
 

 

Statement of Purpose 

 

As we know “Technology” is a dynamic field, ever developing and constantly evolving. Since my 

first introduction to the technology of computers when I was in my high school, I was quite 

fascinated and this fascination has developed an interest for knowing more and increasing my 

knowledge in this field. My interest in studying computer science intensified when I grew and got 

to know how the world of technology have changed the world and made it so small. Today, nothing 

in the world seems complete without technology and we can barely list out industries who use no 

computers. Also, as I belong from one of the poor country of the world where introduction of 

technology has just begun, I believe, in future, my knowledge could help my homeland in this 

aspect after I become an experienced professional. 

I, for one, seem to have been enchanted by these computer applications as they have made the world 

smaller, speaking in terms of globalization. I have no hesitation to add that core computerization 

alone is the suitable answer to all the areas unexploited and to the areas waiting for development. It 

has always been a fascination for me about how computers work, how these applications are 

designed and what can be the newer ways to explore the world of computers to make our world 

better. This interest became a passion for me when I was exposed to computer science basics, during 

my middle school. Pursuing computer science at undergraduate level is going to excel my computer 

skills even better. 

I always have been enthusiastic and dedicated towards my studies and was always among the top 

ranking student in my classes. I completed my School Leaving Certificate (S.L.C) from Tulsi 

Higher Secondary School in year 2013 securing 72.63%. Then I join the intermediate education 

in science stream and completed my Higher Secondary Education from Gorkha Higher 

Secondary School in 2015 securing 61.5% in aggregate (Grade 11 as 65.4% and Grade 12 as 

61 %.  

Because my primary motive was to gain International Degree from recognized university, I 

appeared for IELTS Test. After completing my intermediate education I showed up in an IELTS 

examination in 12th July, 2018 and secured overall band score 6.0 (Listening 7.0, Reading 5.0, 

Writing 5.0, Speaking 6). 

Science and innovation has brought the entire world into a different level. Due to it, everything is 



 

 

more efficient and fast nowadays. Things that were considered impossible a century ago has 

become possible now. It is all because of the information and technology. IT field of Computer 

Science has become my fascination and this started from a young age. Since my childhood, I was 

interested in playing different games and I used to hang around with my P.C a lot. Computer was 

my favorite subject to study growing up. Gaining knowledge of all the new technological 

advancements and new innovations was kind of my hobby. I was always eager to learn more about 

the technological advancements and the way they operate. I wanted to learn more about 

information technology and its unlimited possibilities. Besides, it offers rewarding and exciting 



 

 

Career which is another attraction. Because of all the above mentioned reasons I have chosen to 

study BSc (Hons) Computer Science with Foundation course at Liverpool John Moores 

University 

 

 

It is always necessary to get knowledge about the education provider. After the thorough research 

on the Internet, I found that Liverpool John Moores University is the best match according to my 

credentials. The professors are dedicated and passionate. The university is committed to quality 

education and student satisfaction. Its objective is to encourage students to attain our personal best 

and to develop the self-confidence that will give us a competitive edge in our chosen field. They 

are also committed to providing students with a challenging, rewarding and enjoyable learning 

environment with focus on providing both practical and theoretical knowledge. So, as per my 

interest and previous qualification, I would like to continue my education in ‘BSc (Hons) 

Computer Science with Foundation Course at Liverpool John Moores University and pursue my 

further plans in more effective way. 

After the completion of my undergraduate from your institution, my plan is to gain experience by 

working in a good reputed industry related to the field of my study from where I can collect 

corporate knowledge and professional skills that will be helpful to use in the benefit of my country 

after returning back. Nepal, being a developing nation, is making advancements in technological 

sectors now which prove that it has huge potential of good future scope of computer technology. 

At the time I serve my home country in future, betterment and support to my nation from my side 

will be focused rather than earning and I am confident that my intellectual capability, preparation 

and determination will help me to get focused to fulfill my dream of making some meaningful 

contributions. 

To conclude, I will be looking forward to get admitted in your institution with possible financial 

aid being sure that I will be a great asset to the department. I believe that my association with the 

computer science department will be mutually profitable. I am sure that I will be able to achieve 

my goals keeping in touch with the expectations of the university if I am accorded the opportunity 

to pursue my higher studies. 

Thanks, 



 

 

Ganesh Bhandari 


